kind of Renaissance of nationalism, which is
manifested in the statements and behavior of
politicians, intellectuals and ordinary
citizens not only in our country or region, but
also in Europe and throughout the world. It
seems that these are new forms of nationalism
and the affirmation of national identity, whose
characteristic is radical xenophobia and
racism, which can lead to extreme violence. This
historical phenomenon requires not only
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“In recent years, we have been faced with a

political attention but also theoretical,
above all philosophical reflection. It requires
the transformation of categories of ethnicity,
citizenship, national identity and membership,
as well as democracies themselves, in order to
make them able to resist the challenges of
modern times. This international gathering,
based on the interests and results of the work
of researchers at the Center for Philosophy of
the Institute of Social Sciences, should
contribute to such a goal.”
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Scientific Conference Program
XENOPHOBIA, IDENTITY AND NEW FORMS OF NATIONALISM

Секција

October 4th
10:00-10:30 Registration
10:30-11:00 Opening
11:00-12:30
Session I
What is new about xenophobia
Rastko Močnik, Ljubljana: What is New in the New Forms of Nationalism
Martin B. Matuštik, Arizona State University: Healthy Borders / Xenophobic Walls
Lewis Gordon, University of Connecticut: Postmodern Fascism
Moderator Vladimir Milisavljević

12:30-14:30
Session II
What we inherited
Goran Bašić, Institute of Social Sciences, Belgrade: Nationalism and Multiculturalism
Dean Komel, University of Ljubljana: Post-Yugoslav Syndrome of Dehumanization
Ana Dimishkovska, Ss. Cyril & Methodius University in Skopje: Legal Argumentation on Trial:
Dissenting Judicial Opinions in Cases Related to Racial Discrimination
Tomislav Brlek, University of Zagreb, “All Peoples are Gangs” - Agamben and Derrida on the
State of the Nation
Moderator Ugo Vlaisavljević

14:30-15:30 Lunch and discussion

15:30-17:30
Session III
Global vs. local
Paget Henry, Brown University: Xenophobia, Racism and the Decline of ‘the Global Minotaur’
Aline Cateux, University of Lyon: Mostar: The Normalization of Extraordinary Times
Natalija Mićunović, Institute of Social Sciences, Belgrade: False Hope of Transnationalism
János Boros, University of Pecs: Ethics and Identity: Proposition for a new Cognitive-political
Order on the basis of Kant, Derrida and Rorty
Moderator Dušan Janjić

17:30-19:00 First day discussion
Moderator Vladimir Milisavljević
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October 5th
10:00-12:00
Session IV
Topical differences
Again: A Primer, Based on Experience
Ugo Vlaisavljević, University of Sarajevo: The South Slav Type of
Xenophobia; the Hidden Racism Behind Fragile Ethnic Differences
Igor Milinković, University of Banja Luka: Constitutional Identity as a
Shield of New Nationalism? Some Reflections on the Use of the
Constitutional Identity Argument in the Hungarian Constitutional Court’s
Case Law
Muharem Bazdulj, Independent Intellectual, Belgrade: Two Faces of
Nationalism: The Case of Bosnia
Moderator Martin Matuštik
12:00-12:30 Coffee and chatter
12:30-14:30
Session V
Solutions
Michał Kozłowski, University of Warsaw: On Liberalism, Right Wing
Populism and Some Superficial Explanations
Danijela Vuković Ćalasan, University of Montenegro: Civic Political
Identity and Managing of Ethnocultural Diversity
Dušan Janjić, Institute of Social Sciences, Belgrade: New Reality and Old
Powers: The Role of Ethnic Conflicts in Geopolitical Trends
Vladimir Milisavljević, Institute of Social Sciences, Belgrade: Farewell to
Universalism: Nationalism and Xenophobia after the ’End of History’)
Moderator Natalija Mićunović
14:30-15:30 Lunch and chit chat
15:30-16:30 Closing discussion
Moderator Ana Dimishkovska
16:30-17:00 Closing
Presentations are to last up to 20 minutes each
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Bios and
Abstracts of
Contributors

What is New
about Xenophobia
Rastko Močnik is a retired professor of sociology, University of Ljubljana
and visiting professor at the Faculty of Media and Communications,
Singidunum University, Belgrade, as well as Doctor honoris causa at the
Paysiy Hilendarski University, Plovdiv. Recent publications: Ricardo —
Marx // Foucault — Althusser, in: (Mis)readings of Marx in Continental
Philosophy, Habjan and Whyte, eds., Palgrave Macmillan UK, 2014;
Beyond fascism? Historical Parallels and Structural Specificities of PostSocialism, Tempo devorado, Vol. 4, No 1, 2017, http://revistes.uab.cat/
tdevorado/article/view/v4-n1-mocnik ; U umetnosti, savremenost počinje
1917, u: Nova povezivanja. Od scene do mreže, prir. Jovan Čekić, Miško
Šuvaković, FMK, Beograd, 2018, http://www.studijesavremenosti.org/
wp-content/uploads/2018/04/novapovezivanja.pdf .

What is New
in the New Forms
of Nationalism
In the past, nation was a bourgeois form of emancipation. It secured the
reproduction of social formations split into three relatively autonomous
social spheres, where the freedoms of consciousness and expression
belonged in the ideological sphere, liberty and equality in the juridicopolitical sphere, secured inequality and exploitation in the economic
sphere. In the 20th century, nation was again the emancipatory form
embraced by the peoples fighting against colonial and imperialist rule.
When the bourgeois democratic nation-state proved unable to secure
the reproduction of capitalism, bourgeois nationalism supported the
fascist re-articulation of the state. Now that the operational capacity of
nation-states has been severely limited and is increasingly patronized by
the institutions of Gesamtkapital, bourgeois nationalism is again mobilized
in contradictory ways. On one side, comprador bourgeoisies use it to
support the reproduction of peripheral and semi-peripheral capitalisms.
On the other side, it is the ideology of national bourgeoisies fighting
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against stronger fractions of Gesamtkapital. Our hypothesis is that the
formerly emancipatory national construction has degenerated into
identitary community. The identitary trend is propelled also from below,
as a spontaneous survival strategy of the working-class households. In
the situation of uncertain and heterogeneous sources of income,
households strengthen their cohesion with the means of religious and
ethnic identities, with traditional authority – which results in the reaffirmation of patriarchal oppression. – The new nationalism seems to
be an “identitarism” that secures social cohesion in situations of historical
and societal weakness.
.........................................
Martin Beck Matuštik is Lincoln Professor of Ethics and Religion at
Arizona State University. After earning his Ph.D. from Fordham
University in 1991, he has been at Purdue University. He published
seven single author books, edited two collections, and co-edited New
Critical Theory. Among his publications are Radical Evil and the Scarcity
of Hope: Postsecular Meditations (2008); Out of Silence: Repair across
Generations (2015); Kierkegaard in Post/Modernity (1995), co-edited with
Merold Westphal; and Calving O. Schrag and The Task of Philosophy after
Postmodernity (2002), co-edited with William L. McBride. Matuštik’s
research and teaching specialties range from critical theory, continental
philosophy, phenomenology and existentialism to post-Holocaust and
reparative ethics and East-Central European thought.

Healthy Borders
/ Xenophobic Walls
Plato sought the constitution of a virtuous polis by writing the healthy
patterns of philosopher-king’s psyche in large letters. This pharmakon
may still turn out to be either remedy or poison. Today, it is one’s passport
or its absence that reveals the degree of health of existing or imagined
borders. Most passports work with a distinction between ethnicity or
language group and state (e.g., multiethnic inner and outer borders of
the European Union), others conflate the two (e.g. the US passport
dissolves all ethnicities into one American nationality but notes the place
of origin), some equivocate (e.g. the Israeli state is predominantly Jewish
but this can be certified by religious, ethnic, genealogical or conversion
means, and the same state has Israeli Arab citizens). Against these three
variants, I examine two extremes: The impenetrable walls of rendition
(e.g. a body without rights or citizenship, kidnapped and held in an
undisclosed location) and the non-existing borders of the U.N. political
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refugee travel document that guarantees no prejudice against the place
of the holder’s origin.
.........................................
Lewis R. Gordon is Professor of Philosophy at UCONN-Storrs; Honorary
Boaventura de Sousa Santos Chair in Faculty of Economics of the
University of Coimbra, Portugal; Honorary Professor in the Unit for the
Humanities at Rhodes University, South Africa; and chair of the Awards
Committee for the Caribbean Philosophical Association. His recent
books include What Fanon Said: A Philosophical Introduction to His Life
and Thought and, with Fernanda Frizzo Bragato, Geopolitics and
Decolonization: Perspectives from the Global South.

Postmodern
Fascism
Despite today’s fascism offering its usual menu of xenophobia, racial
hatred, totalitarianism, authoritarianism, and valorization of massism it
is also marked by something different from the past, eschatological
models premised on avowals of being proper heirs to history’s master
plan. Instead, there is a full-frontal assault on epistemic integrity, truth,
and even claims of being “anti-essentialist,” the manifestation of which
is peculiarly postmodern. This talk will explore these themes and what
they mean in the contemporary context of global capital emboldening
the right and anti-globalism as a left mantra. The compatibility of fascist
anti-globalism as a globalism is an additional, postmodern trope.
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What We Inherited
Goran Bašić is director of Institute of Social Sciences. He is a political scientist, with
research interests in political theory, human rights and multiculturalism (inclusive
policies, national minorities, Roma, people with disabilities, the elderly). Goran Bašić
worked as a research associate at the Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts and at
the Institute for Philosophy and Social Theory of the University of Belgrade. He taught
political theory and human rights in the undergraduate program and multiculturalism
policies in the graduate program. He held positions in the government as a ministerial
adviser in the domains of justice and human and minority rights and as deputy
ombudsman for the rights of national minorities, people with disabilities and the
elderly. Goran Bašić is the founder of the Ethnicity Research Centre, where he managed
a number of international and national projects in the domain of multiculturalism. He
has been successful in linking his scholarly work with public policies.

Nationalism
and Multiculturalism
Despite the fact that in contemporary society the traditional or, as
many would say, conservative perceptions of the nation and nationalism
face the challenges of constructivism which are used to argue against the
myth of structural immutability of social groups, it seems that their
primordial strength has not waned. We are witnesses to the circumstances
pointing to the fact that nationalism, in its original monistic discourse,
according to which there is only one correct worldview, is capable of
inflicting serious damage upon the multicultural concept of social inclusion
of different cultural identities and practices. Xenophobic populism and the
crisis of human rights which have marked the onset of the 21st century
have clearly outlined the paradox where the political right – otherwise
associated with the affirmation of nationalism and suppressing
multinational practices – by acknowledging “ethnocultural” identities of
minorities, gave more chances to multicultural policies than the political
left, which has remained indeterminate between the enlightening notion
of equality and a narrow understanding of social justice. In consequence,
multicultural policies contributed to cultural and ethnic segregation, which
is favourable to the traditional notion of nationalism.
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.........................................
Dean Komel is the professor of philosophy at the University of Ljubljana
and the head of research activities at the Institute for Humanities Nova
revija. His professional bibliography includes seven hundred units. He
was the initiator of several humanistic institutions within international
What We Inherited

and Slovenian scientific community. With his critical stance concerning
social questions, he regularly takes part in discussions within different
media.

Post-Yugoslav
Syndrome of
Dehumanization
The very phrase “the territories of the former Yugoslavia” sounds
somewhat uncanny, as if this would be a zone that all of the memberstates left with their citizens, and after a thorough cleansing and
reorganization re-settled it. Today, when one of the main refugee
paths runs through these spaces, the horror is even more likely to
come to the fore, especially since this is happening “before the door”,
“at the door” and “behind the door” of Europe, as the situation is often
marked in the media. If we say “Europe”, of course, we usually mean
European institutions for “security and cooperation”, but above all
also the critical public, which is present in various EU countries and
beyond, and which represents certain humanistic values t hat are
supposed to be created precisely with the aim of spreading the critical
public.
With regard to “the territories of the former Yugoslavia”, it is first
necessary to recognize that the process of the disintegration of
Yugoslavia has triggered the “dehumanization syndrome” regardless
of how much it was already present in the remote or less distant past.
Dehumanization is not just something that somebody would only
passively receive, but something that is provoked, produced and
implemented.
In order to determine the “dehumanization syndrome”, we should
first define the terms “humanization”, “humanity”, “humanism”,
“humanitarianism”, which today have largely lost their meaning, even
where this would not be expected, as, e. g., in the field of fundamental
human rights. Dehumanization can arise from the denial of identity
and nationality but can also be a consequence of – auto-phobic and
xenophobic – “politics of identity”, nationalism and accompanying
phenomena, which are now – in an only slightly renewed form – (again)
at work.
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.........................................
Ana Dimishkovska is a Professor at the Institute of Philosophy, within
the Faculty of Philosophy, at Ss. Cyril and Methodius University in
Skopje, Republic of Macedonia, where she obtained her MA and PhD
Epistemology, Philosophy of Language and Philosophy of Law. Her main
areas of interest are argumentation theory and legal reasoning.
Her main publications include three books as well as numerous articles
in domestic and foreign periodicals.

Legal Argumentation
on Trial: Dissenting Judicial
Opinions in Cases Related
to Racial Discrimination
In this talk, I will try to approach the main conference topic from
a perspective of contemporary research on legal reasoning and
argumentation by attempting an argumentative analysis of several
cases from the practice of the European Court of Human Rights based
on allegations of racial discrimination. In the selected cases, the
judicial decisions are not unanimous, but taken with the majority of
votes, and their justification is accompanied by dissenting opinions of
the judges that disagree with the majority opinion. The point of this
analysis is to shed some light on the complex nature of the practical
application of normative mechanisms directed against harmful social
practices, like racism and xenophobia.
The functioning of these mechanisms, enacted, amongst other,
through judicial activity, confronts the general challenges that stem
from the interpretive and dynamic nature of legal reasoning and
argumentation. In addition to these, however, the judges in the
selected cases also have to tackle the difficulties related to the
specific circumstances of different cultural, historical and legal
traditions, and current realities, in the vast social area relevant for the
jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights. Identification
and elaboration of conflicting pleas and arguments in relation to the
outcome of one and the same case will be used as an illustration of
the importance of the differences in underlying “legal ideologies” and
different prioritizing of legal and societal values by individual judges
in assuring the legal protection against different forms of racial
discrimination.
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.........................................
Tomislav Brlek is associate professor of comparative literature at the
University of Zagreb. Member of ICLA [International Comparative
Literature Association] and the T.S. Eliot Society, he is the author of
Lekcije: studije o modernoj književnosti [Lessons: Studies in Modern
What We Inherited

Literature] (2015).

“All Peoples are Gangs”
- Agamben and Derrida
on the State of the Nation
If Charles S. Maier is right in claiming that the last “two or three
decades of often muddled politics and the rise of more xenophobic
parties and candidates” are due to a large extent to the fact that the
traditional understanding of the political system as comprising left and
right parties has been cut across by the partisans of the globalist and
territorialist principles, perhaps a rethinking of the conceptual framework
of the latter pair is in order. Predicated as they are – albeit in markedly
different ways – on the idea of nation-state, both positions signally fail
to examine the conditions of possibility of identity politics that brought
it about; in particular the fundamental role of language. As both
Agamben, in Means without End, and Derrida, in Monolingualism of the
Other, clearly demonstrate, the problem of origin itself originates in the
unexamined conflation of language, grammar, people, and state, the
understanding of which turns out to be inseparable from an analysis of
the poetic function of language.

Global vs. Local
Paget Henry is professor of sociology and Africana Studies at Brown
University. His primary areas of interest are Caribbean political economy
and Caribbean philosophy. He is the author of several works, including
Peripheral Capitalism and Underdevelopment in Antigua, Caliban’s Reason:
Introducing Afro-Caribbean Philosophy, The Art of Mali Olatunji: Painterly
Photography from Antigua and Barbuda, and Journeys in Caribbean
Thought: The Paget Henry Reader. He is also the editor of the CLR James
Journal and also of The Antigua and Barbuda Review of Books.

Xenophobia, Racism and
the Decline of ‘the Global Minotaur’
The present period, particularly since the financial crisis of 2008, has
been a period of rising racism and xenophobia in the history of Western
capitalism. This crisis has been a particularly severe one, which started in
the early 1970s with the appearance of stagflation in the U.S. economy.
This led to the collapse of the dollar/gold standard in the global financial
order, started a shareholders’ revolt, triggered the de-industrialization
and financialization of the U.S. and British as well as other economies,
and the establishing of a new international economic order which came
to be known as neoliberal globalization. Yanis Varoufakis has referred to
the role of the U.S. in this neoliberal order as that of a Global Minotaur.
It was the impact of the collapse of this order and its Minotaur on the
migratory labor demands of the prior period that is now a very big part
of the rising levels of racism and xenophobia that we are witnessing
today in both the U.S. and Europe, and even some peripheral countries.
My paper will examine these rising trends of racism and xenophobia and
explore their roots in the political economy of this declining neoliberal
phase of Western capitalism.
.........................................
Aline Cateux is a 2nd year PhD candidate in Social Anthropology at
Lyon 2 University.
She is a longtime observer of Bosnia and Herzegovina and especially of
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Mostar where she has worked and lived for many years. Her research
focuses on the modalities of collective action in Mostar after the war
through the case of the center Abrašević. How the conflict has impacted the capacities of mobilization in the city? How different generations
of Mostarians find their way through political and criminal repression in
Global vs. Local

order to collectively act towards common goals? How does this reflect
larger transformations in post-Yugoslav context?

Mostar: the normalization
of extraordinary times
In this paper, I will elaborate the process of “normalization” of nationalism in Mostar, in order to show how, what was labelled “extraordinary
time” became the norm. Often called “grad slučaj “, or “special case city”,
Mostar has been seen, since the last war, as an exception, an epicenter
of nationalism. But is this city really different from the rest of Bosnia and
Herzegovina?
Although the cementation of nationalism in Mostar leaves no room
for doubt, the present period is labelled “times of uncertainty” as if there
was still a doubt over the political dynamics present in the city. I will show
how the Ethno-nationalist elite has cemented and locked Mostarian society to their exclusive profit with little or no reaction from the International Community. Finally, I will ponder the question of relevance of dissociating ethno-national and criminal projects.
.........................................
Natalija Mićunović, Institute of Social Sciences, Belgrade, was educated
in Belgrade, Sarajevo and at Purdue University in the USA. She has
taught at several American universities, worked in publishing, and led
the Gender Equality Directorate from 2007 until 2014. This turned her
interest towards connections between the scientific community and
social development in the context of gender, ethnic, economic and
cultural relations. She has published several articles on these subjects
and also translated three philosophical books in relation to them.

False Hope of Transnationalism
We are thinking of transnationalism as a tendency to delegate local,
national and regional problems to transnational bodies and extolling
their virtues as unquestionably unbiased, rational, expert informed,
consensual, creating a system informed by Habermasian communication.
In the present state of world affairs, problems ranging from political,

climatic, environmental and economic, to those of human rights
infringements and biological and social diversity are often seen as
solvable through expert handling and mediated negotiations. The virtues
of old fashioned internationalism (of the Communist International, for
instance) are dissolved in particularism and corporate style (because we
need to understand the true nature of transnational institutions as
corporations) identity politics.
Growing grass roots alt right and mass populist low right movements
attest to a disoriented rage towards the faceless acronyms (like IMF)
deciding on millions of individual destinies. The hope of internationalism
as the bright future of humanity is highjacked to a collection of phrases
at worst and humiliating humanitarian aid at best.
.........................................
János Boros (born in Pécs, Hungary, 1954) has a Master in Chemical
Engineering (Veszprem, Hungary, 1978), and a PhD in Philosophy
(Fribourg, Switzerland, 1987). He is also Doctor of the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences (DSc). He is teaching philosophy at the University
of Pécs since 1990 and is director of the Doctoral School in Philosophy.
Guest professor of several universities in Europe and in the USA, he
wrote 13 books about topics such as American pragmatism,
epistemology, ethics. Presently he is writing a book about Kant’s first
critique.

Ethics and Identity:
Proposition for a new
cognitive-political order on the basis
of Kant, Derrida and Rorty
The rise of xenophobic, national-identitarian movements, in Europe
and elsewhere, cannot be the right answer to the political, economic,
communicative and ethical challenges of our time. It is, however, probable
that they are reactions to real problems, which are of concern to large
segments of the population. We should consider that, where there are
no links of communication, there cannot be links between culturally,
economically or politically isolated communities.
There is another, classical, proposed by philosophers, concept of
identity; and I would like to argue for its validity. Without identity, without
saying, who we are, what are we doing and why, neither a person, nor
communities can exist. Having a personal name, family, friends, and
stories to tell about oneself, creates a narrative identity that can
represent one in the community of people. The same is true for a nation
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in the community of nations. The identity proposed by philosophers has
ethical foundation, and ethics is universal.
I would like to propose an ethical model of identity, based especially
on the theory of Kant, Derrida, Rawls and Rorty. In my investigation I
would like to analyze also the theory of identity of Ugo Vlaisavljević.
Ethical identity should help to preserve particular national identities,
without animosity or exclusivity.

Topical Differences
William McBride is Arthur G. Hansen Distinguished Professor of
Philosophy at Purdue University and Immediate Past President of the
International Federation of Philosophical Societies (FISP). His
publications include The Philosophy of Marx, From Yugoslav Praxis to
Global Pathos: Anti-Hegemonic Post-Post-Marxist Essays (translated into
Serbian), and Philosophical Reflections on the Changes in Eastern Europe.

How to Make a Nation Great Again:
A Primer, Based on Experience
On the assumption that lived experience is the best basis for
theorizing, this paper explores the role especially of xenophobia in the
historical evolution of the Trump regime in the United States of
America, beginning with Donald Trump’s Presidential inauguration in
January 2017 and continuing up to the time of the conference. It will be
shown that, while to some extent greatness is in the eye of the beholder,
this regime has at the least failed to live up to the campaign slogan,
“Make America great again,” and has instantiated a cartoon line from the
late Twentieth Century (a parody of an American naval officer’s report
of a battle during the War of 1812, which also did not end well), “We have
met the enemy, and they are us.” Possible remedies will be considered,
but with the understanding that their success will depend on the
continuing conflation of virtual reality with actual reality that has
characterized this regime up to now.
.........................................
Ugo Vlaisavljević is full professor of philosophy at the University of
Sarajevo, teaching Philosophy of Language in the Philosophy
Department and Epistemology of Social Sciences in the Psychology
D e p a r t m e n t . H e h a s w r i t t e n w i d e l y o n p h e n o m e n o l o g y,
poststructuralism, semiotics, and political philosophy (particularly on
issues such as ethnicity and nationalism, gender equality, peace and
reconciliation).
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The South Slav Type of Xenophobia;
the Hidden Racism Behind Fragile Ethnic Differences
The peoples of the former Yugoslavia have become, perhaps more
than ever before in their recent history, strangers to each other. Even
their common Slavic origins are no longer taken for granted. If the chief
Tito’s ideologue, Edvard Kardelj, could say, in the most prosperous age
of ‘brotherhood and unity’, that the ethnic relatedness was not the main
source of the unity of the peoples of Yugoslavia, then one can easily
imagine how smoothly and quickly the whole process of ethnic and
cultural differentiation went after the collapse of the multi-ethnic state.
In spite of the fact that there have always been strong and
unquestionable ethnic similarities between the local peoples, evident
even to the most inexpert eye, what makes them nowadays alien to each
other is precisely their collective self-understanding articulated in ethnic
terms. The apparently ethnically (linguistically, culturally, and historically)
related peoples have become ethnically different in the first place.
The alien or ethnic Other is generally considered a construct of the
dominant ideology of ethno-nationalism. However, if the fabricated
cultural diacritica that count as the major dividing lines are still so poor
in spite of the fierce symbolic/ideological production in the post-war
period, then the critique of ideology is not enough. In the local context,
Frederic Barthe’s distinction demonstrates its pertinence: the ethnic self
is far more powerful and sustainable then its ethnic culture. Perhaps
because of its backup in the non-symbolic reality of racism.
.........................................
Igor Milinković is an associate professor of law at the Faculty of Law,
University of Banja Luka, where he serves as a Department Chair of the
State Law Department and a Vice Dean for Scientific Research. He teaches
several undergraduate and graduate courses: Legal Ethics, Jurisprudence,
Local Government Law, Comparative Law and Democracy and Human
Rights. He is a member of several professional associations in the fields of
legal ethics, bioethics and health law and has attended numerous
international conferences related to these issues.

Constitutional identity as a shield of new nationalism? Some
reflections on the use of the constitutional identity argument
in the Hungarian Constitutional Court’s case law
In recent years, many European countries have seen a rise in populism, xenophobia and nationalism. Described as “the re-emergence of na-

tionalism under different global and transnational conditions” (Banks
and Gingrich, 2006: 2), a so called “neo-nationalism” is characterized by
strong anti-immigrant and anti-EU stances. The migrant crisis has further
strengthened the neo-nationalist sentiments and rhetoric across Europe.
Some of the Central European countries opposed to EU’s efforts to resettle immigrants among the EU members, justifying anti-immigrant policies by referring to the need of the constitutional identity protection. In
December 2016, the Hungarian Constitutional Court issued a decision in
which the judges referred to the country’s constitutional identity to justify the government’s refusal to apply the EU’s migrant relocation
scheme. The Court interpreted the concept of constitutional identity as
Hungary’s self-identity, as a fundamental value not created by the Hungarian Fundamental Law, but merely acknowledged by the constitutional provisions. Constitutional identity, understood in ethnocultural sense,
is increasingly becoming a means of promoting exclusivist values (and is
perceived by some authors as an exclusivist challenge to the EU’s fundamental values).
In the first part of the paper, the notion of constitutional identity will
be explored, as well as the interpretation of this concept by the national constitutional courts. The second part will focus on the Hungarian Constitutional Court’s case law and the way in which the notion of constitutional identity was used to justify anti-immigration policy. The risk that
this line of argumentation will become a means of justifying neo-nationalist policies will be considered in the final part of the paper.
.........................................
Muharem Bazdulj is distinguished journalist and fiction writer with M.A.
thesis (University of Sarajevo) which deals with the impact of Yugoslav
wars from the 1990s on English and American belles-lettres. The thesis
was published as a monograph by one of the leading Serbian publishers
specialized in social sciences (XX vek). His interests revolve around the
links between culture and politics and he explores them through his
journalism, literary fiction and academic works. In 2017 he edited a
special issue of Gradac review dedicated to Isaiah Berlin with accent on
his works about nationalism.

Two Faces of Nationalism:
The Case of Bosnia
In this paper I focus on the specific type of nationalism in Bosnia and
Herzegovina today in its two variants: the Bosnian and the Bosniak one.
The first one tends to be more secular and more Yugo-nostalgic and is
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theoretically open not only to Bosniaks but also to Bosnian Serbs and
Bosnian Croats. However, it is expected that Serbs and Croats do not
really feel any special affinity towards Serbia and Croatia. The latter is
pretty typical version of “old school” nationalism based on the idea that
Bosnia and Herzegovina is the national state of Bosniaks (Bosnian
Muslims) with Serbs and Croats as minorities.
I will use examples from the press and literature that illustrate these
two ideologies and I will try to prove that the first one is the atavism from
the Yugoslav era, while the latter is an imitation of Serbian and Croatian
nationalism.
However, the border between these two nationalisms is a fluid one.
As time goes by, the Bosniak nationalism is getting stronger and stronger
with the perspective of total annihilation of the Bosnian one. Since the
generations grown up in Yugoslav era are slowly leaving public scene,
and with less and less Bosnian Serbs and Bosnian Croats able to identify
themselves more with Bosnian patriotism than with Serbia and Croatia,
the first variant declines. In the essence, we can predict the unification
of these two versions of nationalism with Bosnian name and Bosniak
essence.

Solutions
Michał Kozłowski – philosopher, sociologist and journalist. Teaching at
the Faculty of Philosophy and Sociology at the University of Warsaw.
Co-editor of the Polish edition of Le Monde Diplomatique and of
quarterly magazine Bez Dogmatu. Books: Le contrepouvoirs de Foucault
(Paris 2011), Sprawa Spinozy (Cracow 2011) The Art Factory. The division
of labor and distribution of capitals in the Polish field of visual art. (coauthor, Warsaw 2013), Znaki równości (Warsaw 2016). Joy Forever: The
Political Economy of Social Creativity (co-editor, London 2014). Published
in Open Democracy, Il Manifesto Globale, Les Contretemps, Les Possibles,
Politics and Culture, Books and Ideas.

On Liberalism,
right wing populism and
some superficial explanations
I will argue that classical left-wing schemes of interpreting causal and
ideological relations between liberalism (or neoliberalism for that matter)
and right-wing populism are wrong or in the best case simplistic. In
particular I will oppose the explanations claiming it is the rising economic
inequality and insecurity that are the unique or major (even if misguided
by “false consciousness”) driving forces of the right-wing resentment and
mobilization. However, I don’t think that “materialistic explanations”
should succumb to purely culturalist or political ones. In fact, it seems
that right-wing populism is to a great extent nourished by new patterns
of distribution of social and economic resources, in particular shifts of
those resources towards women. While it is doubtful weather liberal elite
can be given a credit for this transfer, it is to a great extent held politically
and symbolically responsible for it. Recent developments in Poland will
provide fertile empirical ground for larger comparative analysis.
.........................................
Danijela Vuković-Ćalasan is an Assistant Professor at Faculty of Political
Science at the University of Montenegro, Podgorica, Montenegro. She
teaches courses on Political Theory, Globalization, Ethnicity and Ethnic
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Relations and Political Culture. Her scientific fields of interest are ethnic and
national relations and identities, globalization and contemporary political
theories (including theory and politics of multiculturalism). She did research
at the Political Science Institute, University of Vienna. She was a visiting
professor within ERASMUS+ program at Opole University, Poland. VukovićSolutions

Ćalasan is the author of a monography and several scientific papers.

Civic Political Identity
and Managing of
Ethnocultural Diversity
One of the most challenging issues for contemporary societies is the
issue of managing of ethnocultural pluralism. The level of ethnocultural
pluralism in contemporary liberal-democratic societies is increased, in
the first place, by immigration processes. Different elements of the
multiculturalism model, adopted by liberal-democratic countries, don’t
have an alternative in the context of liberal-democratic societies.
Depending on the specifics of every national-state context, its
ethnocultural pluralism level, types of ethnocultural communities and
their requests towards state, historical background, level of
democratization, etc., applying the measures of this model is less or more
successful. Important part of every managing of ethnocultural pluralism
in liberal-democratic context is the process of building the common
political identity. One of the solutions in the “nation-building process”
that can help in the managing of ethnocultural pluralism, is to adopt civic,
political, national-state identity. Political community defined as civic
nation is more inclusive for different ethnocultural communities, that
can identify themselves with the state. This is particularly important in
the areas where ethnonationalism is traditionally dominant.
.........................................
Dušan Janjić is founder and President of the Executive Board of Forum
for Ethnic Relations, Belgrade, Serbia. He specialized in sociology of
nationalism; ethnicity; ethnic conflicts and their resolution; human and
minorities rights; political movements and ideologies; peace making and
peace building. He is the author of more than 100 books and articles.

New Reality and Old Powers:
The Role of Ethnic Conflicts in Geopolitical Trends
The awakening of ethnicity and identity crisis is a fertile soil for
strengthening ethnic nationalism and extremist mobilization, including

the spread of terrorism as a form of ethnic and religious conflict.
While the height of nationalist mobilization was reached in the early
1990s, extreme nationalism remains an important aspect of politics in
the Western Balkans.
Despite a narrowing space for massive armed conflicts today, the risks
of political, social, ethnic and religious conflicts and economic and
security instability have piled up in the Western Balkans. In this context,
particularly important are the issues related to relation of Northern
Macedonia and Serbia with Kosovo and Bosnia and Herzegovina with
Republic of Srpska. These are potential hotbeds of conflict and challenges
for cooperation.
.........................................
Vladimir Milisavljević (Vukovar, 1966) - Philosopher, Principle Research
Fellow at the Institute of Social Sciences in Belgrade.
Ph.D. (2005), M.A. (1996) and B.A. (1996) in Philosophy, from the
University of Belgrade. He authored two monographs on Hegel and
Classical German philosophy and one on autochthony in ancient Greece
(in Serbian), as well as several dozens of articles, some of them in
international volumes or reviews.

Farewell to Universalism:
Nationalism and Xenophobia after the ’End of History’
The last few decades have brought about a significant change in the
character of nationalism in Europe and more widely in the Western world.
Quite paradoxically, nationalist politics is nowadays not justified by
appealing to biological or cultural superiority of one’s own nation or by
belief in its universal historical mission (e.g. „civilizing through colonial
rule “), but rather by the seemingly more modest arguments concerning
equality, justice, right to difference, autochthony or even democracy. I
shall argue that this shift, which allowed for an obvious „normalization“
of the right-wing political parties in institutional political life and helped
their xenophobia gain a more respectable face, could be explained by
two orders of reasons: on the one hand, by the massive immigration
problem, which the developed countries have been facing since the
80’ies (and for which they are largely responsible); on the other hand,
and more fundamentally, by the rejection of Universalism at the left side
of the political spectrum, as well as in philosophy and social sciences.
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kind of Renaissance of nationalism, which is
manifested in the statements and behavior of
politicians, intellectuals and ordinary
citizens not only in our country or region, but
also in Europe and throughout the world. It
seems that these are new forms of nationalism
and the affirmation of national identity, whose
characteristic is radical xenophobia and
racism, which can lead to extreme violence. This
historical phenomenon requires not only
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“In recent years, we have been faced with a

political attention but also theoretical,
above all philosophical reflection. It requires
the transformation of categories of ethnicity,
citizenship, national identity and membership,
as well as democracies themselves, in order to
make them able to resist the challenges of
modern times. This international gathering,
based on the interests and results of the work
of researchers at the Center for Philosophy of
the Institute of Social Sciences, should
contribute to such a goal.”
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